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Quiz
If you are looking for a way to learn more about your
audience and boost your sales conversion, a quiz is the
most proven game concept.
Do you have an extensive product range? Then you can simplify the
selection process of your target group by offering a matchmaker. Would
you like to build and segment profiles? Then a profile quiz is the best
option.

Visit Quiz

Wheel of Fortune
A wheel of fortune is a fun and interactive way to give
away various small prizes to generate leads or reward
loyal customers.
A wheel of fortune comes in several variants. The wheel can show points,
win/loss or prizes. The wheel of fortune is the most commonly used option
for giveaway campaigns.

Visit Wheel of Fortune

Scratch Card
A scratchcard is a fun and interactive way to give away
various small prizes to generate leads or reward loyal
customers.
The prize only becomes visible when the participant has scratched the
card. This creates an exciting ‘thrill’ for the participant.

Visit Scratch Card

Code Check
A code check is a great pick if you want to gain insight
into the consumers who buy your product.
The codes can be printed on a product or a coupon at the checkout. You
can use the code check for different marketing goals, such as rewarding
your customers, collecting customer data, or gaining new product reviews.
We can generate the codes for you in any number and format.

Visit Code Check

Sweepstake
The sweepstake is the most basic type of all gamification
concepts; however, it has no gamification elements. But
that doesn't make sweepstakes any less popular.
The conversion of a sweepstake is strongly related to the prize and the
amount of data that the participant has to provide. Therefore, a
sweepstake is mainly used for sampling and data collection about a broad
audience.

Visit Sweepstake

Catch Game
The catch game is a challenging game in which objects
have to be caught in a basket.
The game can be played by time, by score or both. You can also get
penalty points for certain objects. This game is great for displaying
products or objects related to a campaign.

Visit Catch Game

Memory
Memory is a well-known game where the participant has to
turn over and match cards with the same image.
The participant is actively engaged in memorizing the images on the cards.
That is why a memory game is often used to draw special attention to
different (new) products in a product range.

Visit Memory

Priority Puzzle
A priority puzzle is great for testing your audience’s
knowledge about a specific topic. It is also used for
introducing or highlighting a new brand, product or
service.
Participants have to put items in the right order. This can be a fixed order
or a free order, such as a personal top five.

Visit Priority Puzzle

Slot Machine
A slot machine is a well-known casino game, which can be
used very well for marketing gamification.
The advantage of this game is that the participant takes an average of 5 to
10 spins. You can let your products pass by in these spins, which is great
for brand awareness and time spent. The design, items, the chance of
winning and the number of spins are completely changeable.

Visit Slot Machine

Grab Machine
A grab machine is a challenging game where dexterity is
an important part. The participant must try to grab the
desired object by manoeuvring it through the cabinet.
The grab machine can contain all kinds of objects, such as products,
prizes, discounts and vouchers.
We can determine in advance with each participant whether a prize will be
awarded. This allows us to keep control over the awarding of prizes.

Visit Grab Machine

Click Game
A click game is an exciting and interactive game in which
the participant has to click away the objects within a
certain time frame.
The game is often used for branding because you can easily add different
brand products in a single game.
For each object that is clicked away, the participant receives points. We
can also add objects where the participant gets points deducted.

Visit Click Game

Shell Game
The shell game is known to many people and is fun to play
with friends.
The challenge is to follow the ball placed under one of the cups. The cups
are shuffled, after which the participant has to choose the correct cup
holding the ball.
This game offers the possibility to brand the cups. Because the participant
has to look closely at the cups, it is another method to increase brand
awareness.

Visit Shell Game

Soccer Free Kick
The football free-kick game is often used during soccer
tournaments, like European and World Cup soccer. We
made it very easy to link your brand and campaign assets
to the soccer game.
The advantage of a soccer game during a big soccer tournament is the
high conversion and the considerable interaction time of the participant
with your brand.

Visit Soccer Free Kick

Tennis
Our tennis game is fun, interactive and a little addictive.
Many of the participants play the tennis game several
times. This makes this skill game perfect for branding and
engagement.
The tennis game can be fully customized. For example, billboards can be
added or branding on the tennis court or ball.

Visit Tennis

Car Race
A car racing game is challenging, fun and quite addictive.
Many participants play the game several times. This
means that participants are engaged with your brand in a
positive and interactive way for a long time.
Our car racing game has the ability to customize the design of all assets
such as the car, landscape and billboards. This makes it your unique car
racing game.

Visit Car Race

About Ratsibambam
Our gamification concepts boost the conversion rates for your data
building, audience interaction and brand engagement!
In addition to our tailor-made games, we offer 15 pre-built game concepts
with endless variations for fun, high conversion and memorable brand
experience.

Pre-built Game Concepts
More information and demo's can be found on our website

Click here

